Abstract: Since in the recent years the architecture software have completely changed the work of architects, today, the architects begin to use software to achieve every kind of design that they are working for from the very beginning until the end. As presented in this paper, the choice of architectural software depends on the specific needs of the designs ranging from two-dimensional design to three-dimensional or BIM technologies. Since some architects prefer to use different software specific for the design that they are working on and they combine the results to produce the intended ultimate result, while some prefer only one software for the entire work, in this paper, it has been attempted to cover both cases.The main aim of this paper is to introduce the most used architectural and building design software from two-dimensional to BIM technologies to cover the needs of architects in the presentation and design of buildings. Twelve architectural and building design software were selected and classified depending on the purpose of their application. The selected software have been analyzed according to the BIM levels, and most commonly used software in every BIM level and their advantages and disadvantages are presented. Two software from BIM level 0, three software from BIM level 1, and four software from BIM level 2, together with 3 software for the design of buildings, a total of twelve software have been selected and technically described by giving the technical specifications, characteristics, application domains, limitation, technical popularity and capabilities that can be a complete guideline for architects and building designers to choose the suitable software to be applied in architectural and building design professions. Finally for the architectural presentation the software of BIM level 0 (AutoCAD LT and DraftSight), BIM level 1 (AutoCAD Architecture, Chief Architect and TurboCAD), BIM level 2 (ArchiCAD, Revit, Vectorworks Architect and Allplan Architecture), and for the buildings design the CSI software packages (SAP 2000, ETABS and SAFE) and STAAD.PRO software are recommended to be employed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the software are employed in addition to the science and technology fields, in the art and architecture design as well. Some of them have the multi-functional ability, combining architectural, structural and construction management aspects together. The software employed for the architectural items should have some characteristics; they should be flexible, fast, friendly-user, contained the developed planning and design items, considering different materials, light technics, space, and forms and can be integrated to the structural design and construction management parts. Architects used to draw their projects (plans, sections, and elevations) with pencil and ink. Still, the images related to architects include big drafting tables, T square, rolls of paper, and many sketch papers thrown on the table. While these images still reflect an architect, in the nineteen-eighties this screen has been completely changed with the integration of computers. Today, the architect's office is full of computers in relatively small desks and big meeting tables with computer technologies [1] . Since 1982 Computer-Aided Design (CAD) technologies have changed the way the world works in the field of architecture. It has been replaced the traditional drafting and design methods, allowing the industries to plan, simulate and produce their new ideas in a single program. CAD made it possible to view different aspects and perspectives of the buildings' forms within a single program and allowed them to locate and fix problems quickly and efficiently. After twenty years of Building Information modeling (BIM) technologies appeared as another computer technology and today professionals began making the transition to BIM technologies in their workflow. The software used in architectural presentations according to BIM levels may be classified as shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Classification Of The Software Used In
Architectural Presentations According To BIM Levels BIM level 0 is the process of creating lines and texts, only in two dimensions. Meaning the lack of BIM, no collaboration between the parties collating information actually represents a lack of Building Information Modelling BIM level 1 is the process of creating models and objects, that the design of the two and three-dimension side by side but separate from each other. BIM level 2 is the process of collaboration of whole documentation. Any data collected about a built asset is now shared [2] .
Before the BIM level 2 process, the computer programs were used for the opportunity to store information in electronic form. A certain amount of work, the interrelation between the needed data had to be integrated manually. As mentioned, the overall design process of the architects has been completely changed when BIM level 2 technologies have appeared since 2002. BIM level 2-technology made it possible to collect all the needed data to be included in the model such as the computations of the expected cost and performance of infrastructure and buildings, for making decisions regarding the replacement and restoration of old buildings. [3] . BIM level 3 is the process of Interoperable data The main objective of this paper is to look over the software used to in architectural design along with the main features of the software, and the capabilities of BIM; "a model-based process that provides insight to help the experts to plan, design, construct, and manage buildings and infrastructure [4] ". Although all BIM level software has been exampled with the most popular ones, BIM 2 level has changed the work of an architect entirely. Since architectural software discussed in Level 0, level 1 were tools for drawing, beginning from the Level 2 the software is a tool for building. It presents a virtual reality of a building process. Lallotra and Singhal [5] checked the reliability of the results found from some common software such as STAAD PRO, SAP2000 and ETABS with manual calculations to find the differences between the two methods, the results showed that the results obtained from software are close to the results obtained from hand calculations except for frames there was a big difference. Kumar and Saikiran [6] modeled and analyzed a 10-story reinforced concrete (RC) building using SAP2000 to investigate the effect of the earthquake on different types of foundations considering soil-structure interaction. Srinivasa et al. [7] investigated the effect of blast load using 100 kg of TNT explosion on a seven-story RC building using STAAD.PRO [8] .
II. METHODOLOGY
The application domains, characteristics, limitation, technical popularity and capabilities of the existing most common used software in architecture and building design subjects were investigated and compared. Based on the performed research, twelve software were selected and a significant guideline including all required technical information for architectures as well as engineers to choose the suitable software to analyze and design the buildings is presented. In this study, for the selection of suitable software, the following aspects were considered as main criteria: -To be flexible, fast, and friendly-user, -Containing the developed planning and design items, -Considering different materials, light technics, space, and forms, -Can be integrated into the structural design and construction management parts.
-The ability to model buildings of any shape and size easily, -Flexibility in editing the created model, -Design codes incorporated in the software, -Types of analysis supported by the software. -Design modules built in the software to ease the design process. Based on the above-mentioned criteria (similar to the criteria applied by Sadeghi and Ghaboun [9] ), a complete guideline for choosing the software to analyze and design the buildings is presented.
III. ARCHITECTURAL SOFTWARE
A. BIM level 0 Today, the 2-D, as well as the 3-D abilities, are offered by the popular architectural CAD software. Meanwhile, in this paper, several 2-D packages are investigated for some designers that do not essentially require the 3-D abilities. Planning is the first stage of every design in any types and forms of buildings. Prior to creating a 3-D plan, a 2-D plan has to be made. Elevations and plans can be created by 2-D CAD. Therefore both 2-D and 3-D abilities are required in powerful CAD software. A1. AutoCAD LT Operating system: Mac, Windows Every operating system is related to the CAD giant Autodesk. In the CAD business, AutoCAD is among the leading actors. Here, it is focused on the LT version. AutoCAD LT is an economical version of AutoCAD with compact abilities and functionality. Even though AutoCAD LT is not the best selection for the certified designers, it`s a great means for the beginners as an initial level CAD set. The set is suitable for individuals who are work on a financial plan or not considering 3-D abilities. LT version lets the users to design and outline in 2-D which is very suitable for drawing plans and beginning stages of the design development in all architectural proposals, including the selection of components, starting from the famous command-line component, customized user interface and tool palettes to accelerate the design process. When compared with AutoCAD, the LT version can be narrow, nevertheless, cross-hatching, transparency choices and dimension tools are only some of the features to benefit from. Dissimilar to AutoCAD, 3-D modeling or adaptation of ARX, LISP or VBA is not promoted in LT [10] .
A.2. DraftSight
Operating system: Mac, Windows, Fedora, Ubuntu
The Scan2CAD blog regulars certainly are acquainted by DraftSight. DraftSight is a 2-D design and drafting software set. Using DraftSight makes possible to manage and share 2-D representations. DraftSight is offered in three different set alternatives as a freemium invention. The professional version should be considered if the architecture is a major design field in your life. The professional version allows users to admit online backup and a wide-ranging educational source index. Besides, it is possible to approach the toolbox; an automated icon collection and annotation supplement along with the design collection that offers a space for user-defined components like blocks. Note that this variety of
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items are deeply effective in architectural design. Users of DraftSight are also able to, generate and manage the two files of DXF and DWG. This broad rapport is very helpful during collaboration with groups [10] .
B. BIM level 1
After understanding the initial phases of 2-D drawing and design, the following phase is 3-D modeling. For sure, the 2-D software could be passed up entirely and software, which allows both 3-D and 2-D abilities could be considered. As you might expect, the 3-D CAD has lots to suggest to the architects. With the 3-D CAD, one can foresee unbelievable exactness while drawing and modeling in 3-D. Rendering is an extra advantage put forward by 3-D CAD, which allows users to present realistic renderings. The educational phase is for sure tougher when it comes to 3-D software. Drawing in 3-D is essential if one is struggling with architecture [10] .
B.1. AutoCAD Architecture
Operating system: Mac, Windows, Linux AutoCAD LT has been already argued, rather passing directly to conventional AutoCAD, it will be more proper to talk about Autodesk's production-specialized AutoCAD Architecture. Produced especially for architects, AutoCAD Architecture enables designers to draw both 2-D and 3-D. regardless of the kind of architectural design; it is possible to realize it with modeling commands such as mesh, solid and surface. Besides, it includes elevated 3-D performance to introduce industry-specific items such as doors, walls, and windows. During an architectural design process, 2-D floor plans and 3-D models are prepared. In AutoCAD Architecture, it is possible to shift between 2-D and 3-D images of the model with only one click. AutoCAD Architecture is not famous just because of the design abilities that it possesses, the documentation and simulation are also rewarding among its characteristics. Rather than waiting until the construction phase to notice errors, it is possible to discover them prior to construction by simulation. Educational phase for AutoCAD Architecture might be compelling in case of insufficient knowledge in Autodesk software [10] .
B.2. Chief Architect
Operating system: Mac, Windows A more marketable choice, Chief Architect is a 3-D architectural house design software set for interior designers, constructors, architects, and amateurs. It is mentioned as the most known software for the house designing. Chief Architect is offering designers an easier educational phase. This is because it is dominantly promoted for professionals and amateurs at the same time. With Chief Architect, it is possible to design small-scale projects like houses as well as large-scale projects. Questionably, this distinguishes it from AutoCAD greatly, it is not necessary to worry too much to come to grips with it. By the usage of quick building tools, Chief Architect allows designers to form a 3-D model of the desired building; it also creates building systems of the houses spontaneously. These intelligent building tools create an instinctive user interface as well [10] .
B.3. TurboCAD
Operating system: Mac, Windows An option for innovative drawers, TurboCAD is offered in a variety of sets. Pro Platinum will be introduced, as it is offered with more abilities for architects who seeking for more for their designs. software. With the abilities of BIM, designers are able to stock huge quantities of data for their 3-D drawings; it is also possible to observe the models in a VR headset by exporting them into BIM X. It is possible to assemble items like costs, materials and more. Besides, it is possible to compile aspects like types of materials, overhead costs and much more. Additionally, synchronization amongst engineers and architects come to be better restructured when it becomes possible to visualize all design parts in only one interface [10] . Pros: One of the most groundbreaking stages for BIM, which is obtainable through stores, is ArchiCAD. Accommodating to all design needs of urban and landscape planners, interior designers as well as architects ArchiCAD is an influential software. It is possible to import 2-D drawings to develop them into 3-D models or to start drawing in ArchiCAD on Plan mode and let the software to create 3-D views, elevations and sections. While working on multi-story buildings, it is quite easy to spot on any mistakes in drawing (which could be overlooked in the plan mode) by the 3-D viewer that creates a faultless atmosphere to identify any inaccuracies. In AutoCAD, there is a great characteristic named Solibri Model Checker which precisely analysis the BIM drawing to determine any possible mistakes in drawing and determine clashing items. It is also a wonderful tool to evaluate the energy requirements of construction. Additionally, EcoDesigner STAR plug-in allows thermal zoning, energy performance simulations, and energy model visualization. ArchiCAD is one of the best 3-D modeling software in the opinion of many users and they have never felt the need to switch to another software. Cons: To run ArchiCAD particularly during rendering a robust system with a great degree of RAM is needed. While initiating an information-loaded file the software lowers the speed of the system. In addition, the educational phase is quite hard but it is possible to conquer with a study plan. Other than those two weak points, there is no any other important matter that would disturb the attitude of users for this exceptional software [11] .
C.2. Revit
Operating system: Windows It is practically impossible to discuss architectural software without stating Revit. A huge software in the architecture business, Revit allows designers to form 2-D building designs and data, 3-D renderings and models. Concentrating overall, integrated models, Revit allows designers to form in both 2-D and 3-D, from the exterior and interior construction to actual data for every design component. Revit permits to rationalize chores as well, it is possible to program definite practices to be able to trigger the design development. Another ability that triggers the design process is the capacity to routinely update every drawing with the latest modifications together with elevations and plans. Meaning, users waste less time revising the drawings and management amongst different design phases becomes easier. It is possible to distribute models for other teams to draw on the same file, simplification of teamwork through different groups. Revit is planned especially for drawings to be built in reality [10] . Revit is the robust platform offers an intelligent model-based approach for planning, designing, and constructing infrastructures and buildings. Designed for MEP engineers, architects, designers, contractors, and landscape architects, among others. All process goes through a single system, so it minimizes the risk of errors caused by miscommunication [12] . Autodesk's BIM software Revit assists interdisciplinary groups during the whole project more efficiently than before. A previsioned interface gives the designer the switch of display real estate with tabbed visions that can be tiled, docked and transferred into another monitor. For a mesmerizing design practice, it is possible to use 3-D view during most of the modeling time [11] . Pros: This software is planned to form constructions directly in 3-D. Revit already counts as "out of the box" offering a huge diversity of built-in items (stairs, roofs, floors, walls, etc.). It is possible to view the drawings in 2-D (elevation, section, and plan) interim as in 3-D. Revit has a high degree of accurateness when compared to other software. It is possible to export Revit drawings to a broad range of other majors. Revit holds a robust rendering power as well. There are many external resources available for extra construction items. Cons: Revit files might turn out to be large models. Many free online copies are available [11] .
C.3. Vectorworks Architect
Operating system: Mac, Windows Vectorworks, a preferred software at Scan2CAD, is definitely a leader in the CAD business. Arranged for construction engineers, the software offers complete BIM performance along with 2-D and 3-D modeling. It is possible for designers to generate virtual design prototypes using variable parametric items with the desired range of detail. Advanced by Nemetschek, Architect places BIM at the core of its design development. Architects are able to look at costs, improve construction features and grow production with Vectorworks Architect. It is also probable to create collaborative timetables whereas examining and editing a building. Vectorworks Architect provides NURBS modeling, full rendering, divided surface modeling, and cloud-based storing for distribution. Making it possible to share projects throughout the world. Project sharing add-on allows groups to merge progress, therefore engineers and architects are all functioning on the identical drawing at the same time. In Renderworks, It is possible to generate realistic renders with chosen materials and shadow as well [10] . All included software package of 2-D drawing, 3-D CAD and BIM for Windows and Mac. Along with improved recording, quicker rendering, effective drawing, and simpler modeling. By this cross-platform program, users are able to create information-loaded, image-based models. Designers can build data-rich, visual models without sacrificing the design process. [11] . It has design-oriented capabilities that have more design options while supporting comprehensive construction [12] . Pros: The educational phase is quite quick, with the intuitive and simple 2-D tool palette, it is possible to teach how to practice the tools very fast and create good-looking technical drawings immediately. Can be arranged so it is as simple as drawing on a drawing board. With the use of hatch, opacity, patterns, and colors, it is possible to create attractive drawings, which are very simple to comprehend and take to mean. It is also possible to complete drawings much faster than AutoCAD users by the use of tailoring shortcuts. The software has possible selections for BIM and 3-D modeling. It offers a system to collect information and saving. Cons: Software has had some problems with updating in former times and caused a lot of time lost to cover. Irregularly the program crashes for unusual causes [11] .
C.4. Allplan Architecture
Operating system: Windows Allplan Architecture is an object-determined 3-D design set, another software advanced by Nemetschek. Allplan, just like Vectorworks, brings huge importance on BIM to streamline managerial processes for designers and this is the reason why it is very well-known among architects. It can be talked about improved information transference in BIM projects with the innovative and enhanced IFC4 data export; it is possible to distribute every kind of BIM drawing information counting freeform geometry. Designers are able to impose upon immediate cooperation with other teams throughout the world with the exact same information. With Allplan Architecture, it is possible to create building designs with more flexibility and freedom [13] . This is only the beginning of BIM abilities, to deal with the interchange of huge numbers of data in BIM drawings, Allplan Bimplas can be used. It is possible to describe the data and practice in altered systems during the entire process of a building design. A special great tool for designers is the ActionBar that is composed of constructing tools in accordance with function. For example visualization tools, drawing, and modeling. Also with the use of MAXON's CineRender, users are able to attain hyper-realistic results in rendering [10] .
IV. BUILDINGS DESIGN SOFTWARE
In this Section, the most common software for the design of reinforced concrete buildings are presented.
D. CSI Software Packages
The most well-known structural and earthquake engineering Software Company called Constellation Software Incorporation (CSI) [14] that provides much software to help engineers to speed up the analysis and design of RC, steel, and composite structures. The company provides a variety of software for different uses that some of them are listed below -Single-user interface for modeling, analysis, and design.
-Wide range of templates to build a new model.
-Simplicity in editing model database.
-Wide range of design codes for different materials.
-Specific tool for load optimization.
-Section designer tool to allow for creating a section of any shape.
-Powerful export and import capabilities by supporting different file formats.
-Different types of analysis are included.
[8] -The software can be used to design other types of structures.
It may be applied to the design of onshore and offshore structures' elements as well [15, 16] . 
E. STAAD.PRO Software

V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the comparisons carried out on the existing most common used software, two software from BIM level 0, three software from BIM level 1, and four software from BIM level 2 have been selected and technically described by giving the technical specifications, characteristics, application domains, limitation, technical popularity and capabilities that can be a complete guideline for architects to choose the suitable software to be used in architectural and design of buildings professions. A complete guideline has been presented to analyze and choose the best architecture and building design software fit on some parameters like compatibility with other software, cost, and the time needed for the drawing preparation procedure. To aid the architects and designers to choose the best-fit software, the following listed software along with their technical specifications and their advantages and disadvantages were evaluated and presented. For the architectural presentation the software of BIM level 0 (AutoCAD LT and DraftSight), BIM level 1 (AutoCAD Architecture, Chief Architect and TurboCAD), BIM level 2 (ArchiCAD, Revit, Vectorworks Architect and Allplan Architecture), and for the buildings design the CSI software packages (SAP 2000, ETABS and SAFE) and STAAD.PRO software are recommended to be employed. Nouban has proposed two new analytical models and algorithms to find the best location for the construction of new harbors and a rough estimation of breakwaters' materials. Assistant Professor Nouban has had experience as project manager and supervisor in construction of residential and industrial buildings and also in preparing the technical contracts' documentation of offshore petroleum structures for an international offshore petroleum company. She has published many technical papers in the science citation index (SCI) journals, international journals, and international conferences. Since 2008, she has taught/researched as an academic staff in the Girne American University and the Near East University. Currently, Assistant Professor Nouban is teaching/researching in the Civil Engineering Department of the Near East University as a full-time Assistant Professor.
